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THE GANDHIS, MANDELAS AND KINGS OF TODAY 
Across the world, people are speaking up against racism, classism and callous elitism 

 
We cannot celebrate Mahatma Gandhi today nor Nelson Mandela nor Martin Luther King Jr. 

without inviting their immediate and stern reprimand. All three would say, each a bit differently from 

the other: ‘If you are gathered to celebrate us, stop right here. If you are gathered to think with us, 

then listen. Not to us or to those who speak in our names but to your consciences, for that is all we 

did. We did look back to our heroes and heroines, we did celebrate their anniversaries, but only in 

order to look more clearly at the world around us and into the future that beckoned. India is a free 

country today, the colonised world is gone. South Africa’s sharp, bruising chains of apartheid iron 

have snapped. The U.S., with its Civil Rights Act in place, has made slavery a thing of the disreputable 

past. It has gone on to elect a distinguished President, Barack Obama, from among people who did 

not, until very recently, even have the right to ride in a bus on a seat of their choice. But are you — 

Indians, South Africans, Americans — a happy and contented people?’ 
They would ask us this question in anxiety and in pain. We know the answer. 

 

The gluttony of a civilisation : 

India, South Africa, the U.S., and the whole world are in the grip of the vicious virus that goes 

by the name of COVID-19 but are in reality in the grip of the gluttony of a civilisation that is 

disembowelling the earth of its resources and is hunting down the earth’s life forms to gratify its 

craving for commercial profit. There is a wild animal market in every city and town and, more 

significant than that, within each of us who are not among the poor, in the shape of a callous 

disregard of life and the sanctity of due proportion. 

The ‘crown’ of the novel coronavirus microbe is not different either in its human origins nor 

its inhuman effect from the giant plumes that rose over the embers at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Its 

victims are like those of the bomb: innocent human beings, invariably poor and marginalised. 

Blaming China’s opacity or Nature’s insentient actions shifts our own guilt for the willed 

depredations of the human species’ powerful segments. Nature is not taking it out on us. It has 

caught our hegemons destroying what we are meant to respect, to nurture. Zoonotic pandemics are 

modern powerhouses’ most diabolic, if unintended, creation, after our fabrications of nuclear, 

chemical and biological weapons and the propensity of nation states to practise custodial torture. 

Albert Lutuli’s and Mandela’s South Africa has signed and ratified without any objections or 

reservations the United Nations Convention Against Torture. Abraham Lincoln’s and Martin Luther 

King Jr.’s U.S. has done so with reservations. Rabindranath Tagore’s and Gandhi’s India has signed 

but has not ratified the Convention Against Torture. What would those two men have had to say 

about this? Is something about torture more valuable to a state than its outright abolition? 

George Floyd’s dying words, “I can’t breathe”, rival Martin Luther King Jr.’s living words, “I 

have a dream”. That Floyd’s words were uttered when the world was breathing through masks, 

inhaling with fear, expiring in despair has given us a chilling picture of the human origins of the crisis 

that we have brought upon ourselves. 

 

A long walk home : 

Gandhi was thrown out of a train on the night of June 7 in 1893, in Pietermaritzburg. That 

train journey changed the course of colonial history. Trains have captured India’s headlines today — 

only very differently. Not by someone being thrown out of one of them but by millions bundling 

themselves into them. They are all migrant workers, exactly as Gandhi himself was in South Africa, 

except that he was a lawyer with a solid income and in a different country. These migrant workers 

were locked out of livelihoods and of ways of travel in their own country but in a far distant part of it 

when a lockdown was imposed to contain the spread of the virus. While for the upper class of 

http://www.vanik.org/
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society lockdown meant staying home, watching films, baking, eating, doing stationary exercises and 

staying one metre away from one another, for these millions it meant the sudden disappearance of 

wages or work, of every security and, ironically, because they were now obliged to stay cooped up in 

their tiny dwellings, it also meant overcrowding, inhaling others’ exhalations for hours together. So 

they moved on foot, no matter how far they had to go, just to get back home. And for the reason 

that they were breaking the lockdown rules, they were pushed back. Until it dawned on those who 

mattered that these fellow human beings had to get home to stay home. And trains were deployed. 

Too few for too many, they saw the opposite of social distancing. I believe the Railways when they 

say that as many as 80 migrant workers who died on these trains died not due to infection or 

starvation. I want to believe that, for I trust the Railways and the government to speak the truth. But 

even the Railways do not say these persons did not die. 

We are thinking of heroes today. May I speak of a little heroine? The indefatigable 

documenter of rural livelihoods in India, P. Sainath, and his colleagues Pushpa Usendi-Rokade, 

Purusottam Thakur and Kamlesh Painkra tell us: Jamlo Madkam was a 12-year-old from the tribal 

Muria community of Chhattisgarh who went with others of her village to Telangana to work on chilli 

farms. When the lockdown was announced she was told her work had stopped and she might as well 

leave. So, with others the little one walked. Over three days and 140 kilometres she walked and 

when she was just 60 kilometres from her village and could walk no more, collapsed and died. The 

virus did not kill her. She was thrown out of no train. But she was thrown out of opportunity, pushed 

out of life. No government, no politician, no employer but the whole lot of India’s consumerist 

population, we, did that. 

Will post-COVID-19, the world return to the profligate misuse of its natural inheritance? Will 

it learn any lessons from the deaths of thousands? If the way in which the upper classes are hailing 

relaxations of the lockdown is any indication, the old story seems set to be back. After all only those 

dying and meant to die, die. 

 

Rays of hope : 

And yet we must not on this day let hope down. Rajmohan Gandhi has reminded us of Li 

Wenliang, the Wuhan doctor who first sounded the world about the virus that he had found in 

patients and then himself succumbed to. Li had been pilloried for having started a rumour and 

disrupted social order. He is now receiving honours. “I think there should be more than one voice in 

a heathy society,” Li said before dying. 

There are Lis among Indian, African and American doctors, nurses, lab assistants, police and 

guards and there are many who are speaking up not only against racism but against what Sainath has 

described as classism, a new form of callous elitism. Protesters in the U.S. and in England and 

Australia and elsewhere saying ‘I can’t breathe’ are not doing so in Gandhi’s or Mandela’s or King’s 

name. But they are doing exactly what Gandhi, Mandela and King were doing. They are, in fact, 

Gandhi, Mandela and King. Together with Li and Floyd and Jamlo they are saying we are with them. 

We are them. 

 

Meanings of Difficult Words : 
 

 speak up (against) (phrasal verb) – speak 

in opposition to. 

 racism (noun) – the belief that a particular 

race is superior or inferior to another. 

 classism (noun) – discrimination (unfair 

treatment) on basis of social class. 

 callous (adjective) – harsh, heartless, 

insensitive/ruthless. 

 elitism (noun) – the belief or attitude that 

a particular person or class (of persons) is 

considered superior in society (in terms of 

power, wealth, position & etc,). 

 stern (adjective) – strict/severe, stringent, 

 rigorous. 

 reprimand (noun) – criticism, censure, 

rebuke, admonishment. 
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 conscience (noun) – moral sense, inner 

voice; values/principles. 

 look back (phrasal verb) – to remember, 

recall, think about something that taken 

place in the past. 

 beckon (verb) – attract, captivate, 

persuade, fascinate. 

 bruising (adjective) – stressful,  

demanding/ taxing, painful. 

 Apartheid (noun) – racial segregation 

/discrimination system in (South Africa); 

prejudice, bias, bigotry/inequity (racial 

segregation). 

 snap (verb) – break, split, separate, come 

apart (suddenly & completely). 

 in place (phrase) – established, set up. 

 disreputable (adjective) – infamous, 

notorious, disgraceful, shameful. 

 go on to (phrasal verb) – proceed to;  

continue, carry on. 

 distinguished (adjective) – eminent, 

famous, renowned, prominent, well 

known. 

 contented (adjective) – satisfied, pleased. 

 gluttony (noun) – greediness, 

overindulgence, overconsumption/ 

overeating, wolfishness. 

 civilisation (noun) – culture, 

 enlightenment,  way of life. 

 in the grip of (phrase) – dominated/ 

affected by something undesirable. 

 vicious (adjective) – serious, dangerous, 

 dreadful. 

 go by (phrasal verb) – be known as, be 

called by. 

 disembowel (verb) – cut open, gut, 

remove (the internal organs/parts of 

something). 

 hunt down (phrasal verb) – pursue, chase, 

capture, run down. 

 gratify (verb) – satisfy, fulfil, indulge. 

 craving (noun) – strong desire, appetite, 

 longing. 

 disregard (noun) – indifference,  neglect,  

negligence, lack of attention. 

 sanctity (noun) – ultimate importance, 

inviolability; righteousness, goodness. 

 proportion (noun) – size, ratio; 

magnitude. 

 crown (noun) – top part; highest part 

(“corona” means “crown” in Latin). 

 novel coronavirus (nCoV) (SARS-CoV-

2) (noun) – a new strain 

(type/variety) coronavirus that has not 

been previously identified in humans. 

(Courtesy: WHO) 

 microbe (noun) – microorganism/microbe 

is an organism that is so small & 

microscopic (invisible to the naked eye). 

(bacteria, fungi, viruses & etc). 

 inhuman (adjective) – vicious/cruel, 

brutal, barbaric. 

 plume (noun) – a long cloud of smoke. 

 ember (noun) – glowing coal, burning 

wood. 

 invariably (adverb) – always, every 

time/each time; habitually/inevitably. 

 marginalised (adjective) – treated as 

insignificant, treated as unimportant, 

neglected. 

 opacity (noun) – obscurity, lack of clarity, 

non-transparency. 

 insentient (adjective) – inorganic, lifeless, 

unconscious, insensible, inert. 

 willed (adjective) -

conscious, deliberate, intentional, knowin

g, purposeful. 

 depredation (noun) – destruction, 

devastation, damage. 

 species (noun) – living things (organisms); 

A group/breed/family of living organisms 

(animals & plants) with the individual 

having the same quality & can breed (in 

nature). 

 take on (phrasal verb) – compete against, 

oppose, challenge/confront. 

 hegemon (noun) – super power, major 

power. 

 nurture (verb) – encourage, promote, 

foster. 

 zoonotic (adjective) – used to refer to a 

disease transmitted from (vertebrate) 

animals to humans”. Zoonosis (noun) is a 

disease transmitted from (vertebrate) 

animals to humans. It is based on the 

Greek words for “(zoo) animal” and 

“(nosos) sickness. 

 powerhouse (noun) – a person/country 

with a lot of energy, power & influence. 

 diabolic (adjective) – wicked, evil, 

ungodly. 
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 propensity (noun) – tendency, inclination, 

predisposition, readiness. 

 ratify (verb) – confirm, approve, sanction, 

endorse. 

 outright (adjective) – complete, entire, 

total, full. 

 rival (verb) – compete with, vie 

with, emulate, be comparable to, be on a 

par with. 

 utter (verb) – voice, express, speak, say 

aloud. 

 inhale (verb) – breathe in (air). 

 despair (noun) – hopelessness, 

depression,  unhappiness. 

 chilling (adjective) – frightening,  

terrifying,  disturbing/ horrifying. 

 bring upon (phrasal verb) – cause, make 

happen, bring about, give rise to, result in. 

 throw out (phrasal verb) – reject, 

dismiss, veto/ refuse. 

 course (noun) – evolution,  progression,  

development, movement. 

 lock out (phrasal verb) – exclude/remove 

someone from. 

 livelihood (noun) – means of making a 

living with the basic necessities (food, 

water, shelter and clothing); means of 

support, subsistence, source of income. 

 way (noun) – method, manner, fashion, 

mode. 

 lockdown (noun) – an emergency 

protocol implemented by the authorities 

that prevents people from leaving from a 

place; An extended state of 

confinement/encirclement/isolation of a 

person by the authority. 

 ironically (adverb) – paradoxically, 

unexpectedly, strangely. 

 oblige (verb) – require, compel, 

bind/force. 

 (be) cooped up (verb) – confine, close in, 

shut up, detain. 

 dwelling (place) (noun) – residence, 

house, place of residence. 

 exhalation (noun) – breathing out (of air 

from the lungs). 

 by/on foot (phrase) – by walking (instead 

of travelling by a bus/train or using other 

transport). 

 dawn on (phrasal verb) – come to mind, 

enter someone’s head, be understood, 

strike. 

 deploy (verb) – employ (resources into 

effective action). 

 social/physical distancing (noun) – a term 

means actively avoiding crowded public 

places, is a key element in decreasing the 

rapid spread of COVID-19. This is an effort 

intended to limit exposure by reducing 

face-to-face contact and preventing 

spread among people in community 

settings. 

 starvation (noun) – extreme hunger, lack 

of food, famine,  undernourishment/ 

malnourishment. 

 indefatigable (adjective) – tireless, 

untiring, unflagging. 

 consumerist (adjective) – pertaining to 

consumerism; relating to a society in 

which all of those things are shaped by 

consumerism. (Consumerism is a social 

and economic order that encourages an 

acquisition of goods and services in ever-

increasing amounts). 

 profligate (adjective) – irresponsible, 

reckless; unprincipled/corrupt. 

 inheritance (noun) – the passing on of 

something (traits, properties, etc,.) from 

parents to their offspring; legacy, bequest, 

endowment, provision. 

 hail (verb) – express approval of, speak 

highly of; praise, applaud, commend. 

 a ray of hope (phrase) – something which 

gives a slight hope in a difficult situation. 

 let down (phrasal verb) – abandon, 

desert, leave, give up, fail to support. 

 succumb (verb) – die from, pass away as a 

result of, be a fatality of, fall victim to (a 

disease or injury). 

 pillory (verb) – attack, criticize, censure, 

condemn publicly. 

 social order (noun) – it refers to a stable 

state of society in which the existing social 

structure is accepted and maintained by 

its members. 
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